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Abstract: This essay studies Yeats’s “Supernatural Songs” to understand it better. It
discusses Yeats’s view of Christian doctrine, use of language, the progression of the
sequence in the poem. The poem’s peculiar engagement with the supernatural is
highly problematic, and it seems not primarily about the supernatural. I agree with
Vendler that the poem “Supernatural Songs” embodies a modernist aesthetic of the
grotesque and the primitive.
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제목: 예이츠의 초자연적 노래 : 종교의 인류학
우리말 요약: 이 논문은 예이츠의 “초자연적 노래”를 잘 이해하기 위해 연구한다. 기
독교교리에 대한 예이츠의 견해, 언어의 사용, 시의 진행 순서 등을 논의한다. 이 시
의 초자연적인 것에 대한 특이한 접근은 학자들에게 여러 가지 문제를 야기하며, 또
이 시가 초자연적인 것만을 다루지는 않는 것 같지도 않다. 벤들러도 지적한 것처럼
이 시 “초자연적 노래”는 기괴한 것과 원시적인 것에 대한 하나의 모더니스적 시학을
구체화하고 있다.
주제어: 초자연적 노래, 인류학, 종교, 예이츠, 블레이크, 벤들러
저자: 제리 웡은 타이완 국립대학교 영문과 조교수이다.
____________________________________

Yeats’s

“Supernatural Songs,” a sequence of twelve poems written in

1933-34, pose fundamental questions regarding the status of religion and the
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supernatural in the age of modernity. The “Songs” have not received as much
attention as they deserve, perhaps because of their contrarian stance toward
Christian doctrine, their strange and irreverent use of language, and the
puzzling progression of the sequence as a whole. Even Helen Vendler
admitted that she “avoided them for years, as too difficult” (“New Wine”

—

399). These are poems not so much about the occult a prevailing and more

—

familiar context in Yeats but about the formation of religion and the uses of
religion in an increasingly secular world. If orthodox Christian doctrines such
as the Trinity no longer make sense, what are the alternatives? Can an
amalgamation of Christian belief with Indian spirituality be tenable? Does
Yeats seek to create a new religion out of poetry, or out of the
occult-historical system described in A Vision?
In Thomas Whitaker’s reading, the Songs chronicle the soul’s journey of
liberation from its entanglement in theological distinctions to the eradication
and extinction of the individual ego or selfhood. The poem is ultimately a
reaffirmation of visionary experience via what Blake called “Self-annihilation,”
in which the ego no longer impedes creation: “when the ego abdicates, the
forces of a continual creation may flow through the visionary” (118-19). The
supernatural thus becomes an analogy for the creative process by and large.
James Boulger, on the other hand, takes the supernatural more literally, and
sees Yeats swerving away from the focus on reality in his later years: the
Songs “suddenly and temporarily reverse the process towards worldly
acceptance and realism in the later poetry in general” and “return to the most
abstract ‘other’ of the A Vision world” (59). Richard Moore calls Yeats “the
great balancer” of the natural and the supernatural, managing to attain a
precarious equilibrium between the two modes. For Harold Bloom, the Songs
are symptomatic of a certain failure in vision: the end result is “neither
natural nor supernatural” and Yeats ends up as “a poet who cannot stop
studying the nostalgias, a defiant Romantic who does not begin to trust his
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own historicism, and has forgotten his own apocalypse” (418-19). That is,
Yeats would be better off believing in his supernatural version of the world,
if he had remained an uncompromising visionary Romantic. Finally, in Helen
Vendler’s recent extended interpretation of the sequence in Our Secret
Discipline, the Songs embody a modernist aesthetic of the grotesque and the
primitive, using Christian doctrine as the raw material to be cleared away. It
becomes apparent from a sampling of the criticism that Yeats’s peculiar
engagement with the supernatural is highly problematic; indeed, it is uncertain
to what extent the “Supernatural Songs” are primarily about the supernatural
at all.
I want to propose that the Songs collectively express what Ludwig
Feuerbach (1804-72) termed “the anthropology of religion”: a critique of
religion that locates its absolute origins in human consciousness. For
Feuerbach, religion is a projection of human desires onto an illusory object
that is itself the creation of human consciousness. Thus religion is a mere
human activity that begins and ends within the human sphere. Feuerbach
voices his critique in a terse dictum:
Man is the God of Christianity, Anthropology the mystery of Christian
Theology. The history of Christianity has had for its grand result the

—

unveiling of this mystery the realisation and recognition of theology as
anthropology. (336)

To assert that theology is anthropology is to absorb the transcendent into the
immanent, the divine into the human:
The antithesis of divine and human is altogether illusory, that it is nothing
else than the antithesis between the human nature in general and the human
individual; that, consequently, the object and contents of the Christian
religion are altogether human. (14)
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Feuerbach’s idea is closely allied to what Blake calls the “human form
divine,” that divinity is simply an imaginative form of human nature in its
perfection. Religion, however, was brought into being through a confusion of
the subject and the object:

—

—

Man this is the mystery of religion projects his being into objectivity,
and then again makes himself an object to this projected image of himself
thus converted into a subject; he thinks of himself as an object to himself,
but as the object of an object, of another being than himself. (29-30)

A similar development is described in Blake’s The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell (1793):
The ancient Poets animated all sensible objects with Gods or Geniuses,
calling them by the names and adorning them with the properties of woods,
rivers, mountains, lakes, cities, nations, and whatever their enlarged &
numerous senses could percieve. [sic]
[…]
Till a system was formed, which some took advantage of & enslav’d the
vulgar by attempting to realize or abstract the mental deities from their
objects; thus began Priesthood.
Choosing forms of worship from poetic tales.
And at length they pronounc’d that the Gods had order’d such things.
Thus men forgot that All deities reside in the human breast. (38)

Both argue that religion has a tautological structure: human beings project
their consciousness into objects, which are transformed into deities or
supernatural beings; these deities then become the subjects to which human
beings, as objects, are beholden. The original subject becomes doubly
alienated from itself as an object of an object, when all objects were in fact
projections of the subject.
My purpose in taking Feuerbach’s approach is not to suggest that Yeats
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was an atheist or that he disbelieved in the supernatural altogether; rather I
want to argue that the rhetoric marshaled in “Supernatural Songs”
approximates the anthropological view of religion that Feuerbach and
latter-day sociologists of religion have advanced. Yeats progressively debunks
religion doctrine in the sequence so that by the end of the Songs, religion is
shown to have a purely human content.
The first poem in the sequence, “Ribh at the Tomb of Baile and Aillinn,”
is spoken by Ribh, an early Irish Christian who predates the arrival of St.
Patrick, and whom Yeats in his syncretic imagination associates with India
and the East. In the “Commentary on Supernatural Songs” first published in
The King of the Great Clock Tower (1934), Yeats writes:
A famous philosopher believed that every civilisation began, no matter what
its geographical origin, with Asia, certain men of science that all of us
when still in the nursery were, if not African, exceedingly Asiatic. (CP
679)

The “famous philosopher” is possibly Hegel, and at the genesis of the Songs
the anthropological impulse is already visible. The first five poems of the
sequence that are spoken by Ribh dramatize the antithesis between an
orthodox, doctrinal understanding of Christianity and an anthropological
perspective that conflates Asiatic modes of thought with Early Irish
Christianity.
Ribh is at the tomb of the pair of lovers on the anniversary of their
death and transfiguration into angelic beings. He is in the “pitch-dark night”
reading his “open book” by the light, which is a radiance given off by “the
intercourse of angels” (CP 290). Like Milton in Paradise Lost, Yeats
describes the copulation of angels as a co-mingling of pure substance, in
which “whole is joined to whole.” Ribh’s eyes are “open to that light” and
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he reads by that luminescence. The light shines down to earth:
Though somewhat broken by the leaves, that light
Lies in a circle on the grass; therein
I turn the pages of my holy book. (CP 290)

The fact that Ribh’s holy book is illumined by the light of angelic
intercourse is of some irony. If that light is meant to be transcendent, it is
also born of the tragedy of human passion and desire, and its origin is
unambiguously sexual. Incidentally, Feuerbach also remarks on what one
would see in the heavens if one gazed up:
The eye which looks into the starry heavens, which gazes at that light,
alike useless and harmless, having nothing in common with the earth and

—

its necessities this eye sees in that light its own nature, its own origin. (5)

Thus the heavenly light is also a terrestrial light, and what we see in it is
ourselves. In Yeats, the light is reflected down into a circle on the earth
symbolizing the union of the lovers. And how can one be sure that the “holy
book” that Ribh is reading might not contain the romance tale of Baile and
Aillinn, which Yeats himself wrote in 1901? In the first of the “Supernatural
Songs,” religion is being displaced by anthropology, and transcendence is
revealed to have a human origin. This begins the movement of religious
critique that underlies the following poems.
The second poem, “Ribh denounces Patrick,” takes the form of a
theological argument. Ribh insists that the Christian Trinity is deeply flawed:
An abstract Greek absurdity has crazed the man,
A Trinity that is wholly masculine. Man, woman, child (daughter or son),
That’s how all natural or supernatural stories run.
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Natural and supernatural with the self-same ring are wed.
As man, as beast, as an ephemeral fly begets, Godhead begets Godhead,
For things below are copies, the Great Smaragdine Tablet said. (CP 290)

Ribh views the Trinity as a Greek philosophical imposition on religion, with
all of early Greek culture’s emphasis on male figures. In its place, Ribh

—

transposes the Trinity to comprise the nuclear family unit man, woman, child

—from which human generations are propagated. Feuerbach’s critique of the

trinity was more abstract, seeing the three persons as creations of our inner
consciousness: “the trinity is therefore originally nothing else than the sum of
the essential fundamental distinctions which man perceives in the human
nature” (232). Ribh’s material and sexual rhetoric is all the more subversive
as it wholly departs from the realm of theological and metaphysical
abstraction.
Ribh asserts that the natural and the supernatural are equivalent and “with
the self-safe ring are wed,” echoing Blake’s The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell in its triumphant conjoining of contraries. The logic that Ribh offers
derives its authorities from the Hermetic and alchemical tablets, that “things
below are copies” of the things above. But the logic is turned upside down
in these stanzas, for it seems that things above are the copies, things below
the original. The Trinity is formed by a human family, and Godhead is
infinitely generative only because the lower order of beings procreate.
Underneath the equanimity of a statement like “Natural and supernatural with
the self-same ring are wed,” I would argue that in fact the natural is
privileged to a certain extent, while the supernatural is merely a copy of the
natural. Again the anthropological trumps the supernatural, calling attention to
the phenomenal world as the true origin of things and systems of belief.
In the great sonnet “Meru,” the last of the sequence, we plainly return to
the cyclical turning of the gyres in history:
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Civilisation is hooped together, brought
Under a rule, under the semblance of peace
By manifold illusion; but man’s life is thought,
And he, despite his terror, cannot cease
Ravening through century after century,
Ravening, raging, and uprooting that he may come
Into the desolation of reality: (CP 295)

Civilization is an illusion masking the true rapacious nature of humankind;
the endpoint of all strife is no longer any version of apocalypse or release,

—

but “the desolation of reality” the shattered visage of the king of kings in
Shelley’s “Ozymandias” lying in the boundless sands of the desert. Before the
sestet of the sonnet, the tone suddenly shifts to a gleeful farewell: “Egypt
and Greece good-bye, and good-bye, Rome!” Spoken this way, it is as if the
downfall of those civilizations were of no real matter. This tone must be seen
as an expression from the perspective of the sestet:
Hermits upon Mount Meru or Everest,
Caverned in night under the drifted snow,
Or where that snow and winter’s dreadful blast
Beat down upon their naked bodies, know
That day brings round the night, that before dawn
His glory and his monuments are gone. (CP 295)

The Indian ascetics end the scene of civilization with a terrible yet detached
knowledge. Transience and mutability are the final truths, of which a
disinterested religion stands as witnesses. Yet I wonder if the same
knowledge would be available from a secular vantage point as well. Vendler
brilliantly argues that through the form of the Shakespearean sonnet,
Shakespeare emerges as the tutelary power in the final poem as “the best
singer of a human song” (Our Secret Discipline 345). The sonnet reveals “the
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kind of knowledge that Yeats believes he himself can have” as “his worldly
and sophisticated self” (344). The ending is thoroughly human and thoroughly
secular. Throughout Yeats’s revaluation of the supernatural, the theological is
collapsed into the anthropological, revealing an all-too-human outlook on
religion and history alike. Even if “natural and supernatural with the
self-same ring are wed,” the natural tips the balance and triumphs.
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